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The will to win, 
the desire to succeed, 
the urge to reach your full potential ... 
these are the keys that will 




The key that you are wearing on your tassel today 
represents the many doors that your education at 
Lynn will open for you. 
During your time here, you were among the first 
college students in the nation to experience boundless 
classrooms with iPad-powered learning. You gained a 
global mindset w ith peers from 100 countries. And for 
many of you, that global experience extended wel l beyond 
campus as you studied in programs around the world. 
Some of you earned national championship trophies. 
Some of you graduated at warp speed through Lynn's 
accelerated degree programs. Some of you have already 
started your own social enterprises or connected with 
your future employers through the Career and Alumni 
Connections center. 
And all of you are now part of a proud tradition of Lynn 
University graduates who leave here with the intellectual 
flexibility to achieve your potential and build a better world. 
Wear your tassel key proudly, graduate. We hope this 
memento wi ll help you, our newest alumni , remember 
your home, your friends and your life-affirming experiences 
at Lynn University. 
Congratulations, class of 2019. 
#LynnGrad 
Cover quote: Confucius, 5thcenturyB.C. 


Commencement program, Saturday, May 11, 2019 
Academic procession 
The university mace 
The gonfalons 
The faculty marshals 
The candidates for degrees 
The university faculty 
The platform party 
Invocation 
The Reverend Dr. Mark David Luttio 
Professor, Religious Studies 
Council Administrator, Snyder Sanctuary 
America the Beautiful 
Lyrics by Katherine Lee Bates, 
music composed by Samuel A. Ward 
Led by Neil Nelson 
Welcome 
Kevin M. Ross I President 
Student addresses 
Shawn Howard Johnson 
Bachelor of Arts, Multimedia Journalism '19 
Alexandra Rafferty-Flugel 
Master of Science, Communication and Media '19 
Distinguished Alumni Award 
Presented by 
Kevin M. Ross I President 
Michael Kitts '03 
Bachelor of Science, Business Administration 
Commencement address 
James Patterson 
Best-selling author and philanthropist 
Award for Excellence in Teaching 
and Dedication to Students 
Presented by 
Katrina Carter-Tellison I Academic Dean 
Announcement of awards and honors 
The Undergraduate Day Division Award 
The Evening Undergraduate Division Award 
The President's Award 
The Trustees ' Medal 
Acknowledgement of awards presented at 
Knight of Honor and Honors Convocation ceremonies 
Conferring of degrees 
Gregg C. Cox I Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Presented by 
Gary Villa 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
RT Good 
Dean , College of Business and Management 
David L. Jaffe 
Dean, Eugene M. and Christine E. Lynn 
College of Communication and Design 
Jeffrey Johnson 
Dean , Burton D. Morgan College of Aeronautics 
Jon Robertson 
Dean, Conservatory of Music 
Kathleen Weigel 
Dean, Donald E. and Helen L. Ross College of Education 
Conferred by 
Kevin M. Ross I President 
Benediction 




Distinguished Alumni Award recipient, Michael Kitts '03 
"I subscribe to a Harvey Mackay line: Dig your well before you're 
thirsty. Invest in relationships and you can be successful in anything. " 
-Michael Kitts 
Michael Kitts, B.S. , business administration, class of 2003, 
earned the 2019 Distinguished Alumni Award for his work 
with the National Basketball Association's Golden State Warriors 
and his dedication to the next generation of Lynn students. 
Kitts, a native of Chula Vista, California, joined the Warriors in 
2012 when they rated in the bottom of the league. "We have a 
lot of work to do," he said. Now he is helping scale the Warriors' 
workforce from 250 to over 2,000 employees. 
"We happen to be the right team at the right time in the right 
market, " he said. "We 're very lucky. " Part of that luck is due 
to the Splash Brothers - guards Stephen Curry and Klay 
Thompson, who have led the team to four NBA finals and three 
championships since 2015-but Kitts has played his position. 
As vice president of corporate partnerships, he leads the team's 
sales, development and partnership efforts and frequently tops 
the league for account growth and performance. He and his 
team landed the largest naming rights project of its kind with 
JPMorgan Chase. He also has won partnerships with Google 
Cloud and Pepsi , among others. 
Kitts worked his way through Lynn with a succession of restaurant 
jobs in Mizner Park, avoiding South Florida's many distractions 
by staying focused on paying for college. "I attacked it like I 
could not fail," he said. 
After graduating summa cum laude, Kitts worked for Jacuzzi 
Brands. He learned about corporate sponsorship when 
Jacuzzi partnered with the Florida Marlins. 
"A lightbulb went off," he said. 
Kitts enrolled in the sports management MBA at San Diego 
State University and worked for Learfield Sports after graduation. 
He also worked at the San Diego Sports Commission before 
joining the Warriors. 
"I want to make sure I am modeling gratitude by investing my 
resources and guidance back to those places and people who 
have meant so much in my life. " 
Kitts and his wife, Robin , live in Pleasanton, California, with their 
daughters, Cruz and Kendell , ages 7 and 4. 
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Speakers 
Commencement speaker, James Patterson 
In a January 201 0 feature, The New York Times Magazine hailed 
James Patterson as having "transformed book publishing." 
Patterson has sold over 275 million books worldwide, and he is the 
top-selling author in the past three years. He is the first author to 
simultaneously have new titles reach No. 1 on The New York Times 
Best Sellers Lists for adult and chi ldren, and the only author to have 
five new hardcover novels debut at No. 1 each year since 2005. He has 
19 consecutive No. 1 The New York Times best-selling novels and holds its 
record for most hardcover fiction best-selling titles by a single author (83)-
a Guinness World Record. 
Patterson is a lifelong champion of reading. The mission of JIMMY 
Patterson, his new children's book imprint, is to inspire them to read 
even more. He created the James Patterson Pageturner Awards to 
reward creative reading initiatives, and ReadKiddoRead.com, which 
helps adults find books kids wi ll love. He's donated more than one 
million books to students, soldiers and school libraries and has over 
400 Teacher Education Scholarships at 24 colleges and universities. 
He invests proceeds from sales of JIMMY Patterson Books into other 
pro-reading initiatives. 
He is a two-time Children's Choice Book Award "Author of the Year" 
nominee-a designation granted by more than 15,000 young readers. 
He is the creator of the Alex Cross detective series that inspired Holly-
wood's Along Came a Spider and Kiss the Girls, and of the No. 1 new 
ABC detective series, Lindsay Boxer and the Women's Murder Club . 
He co-wrote his most recent No. 1 best-seller, The President Is Missing, 
with former President Bill Clinton. 
Additional accolades include the Edgar award, BCA Mystery Guild's 
Thriller of the Year, the International Thriller of the Year Award , and 
Reader's Digest Reader's Choice Award. He also earned acknowledgment 
in Forbes' Celebrity 100 and made a guest appearance on The Simpsons. 
Speakers continued 
Student speaker, Shawn Howard Johnson '19 
Shawn Howard Johnson, a student in the accelerated degree program, 
graduates with a Bachelor of Arts in multimedia journalism. 
A native of Pelham, Alabama, Johnson had no choice but to grow 
up loving sports (Roll Tide!). He heard stories of remarkable student-
athlete achievements: academic honors, volunteer accolades and feats 
of heroic game action. Watching televised Southeastern Conference 
games, he began to see college athletes as role models and developed 
a deep appreciation for the highlight reels, which brought to life the 
athletes' characters. 
Playing sports as a child, Johnson quickly discovered his brain was better 
at sports than his body. He discovered journalism in high school and 
enrolled at Lynn University to pursue sports journalism. He joined the 
student-run news organization, iPulse, and served as its editor-in-chief 
from 2017 to 2019. "iPulse taught me to be flexible, and I learned how 
to manage people when things don't necessarily work the way you 
want them to. It taught me to use my own talents to help others 
succeed-and seeing their work published was really rewarding ." 
During his tenure at Lynn, he contributed articles to The Palm Beach 
Post and Boca/Delray News. He covered everything from Dan Marino's 
tequila brand to the Greater Boca Raton Chamber of Commerce's 
Diamond Award recipients. The exposure landed him an internship with 
Comic Cure, a company that hosts comedy shows to benefit nonprofit 
organizations. More recently, he accepted a public relations internship 
with The Wick Theatre in Boca Raton, where he promoted local and 
national shows to drive ticket sales. 
Johnson also contributed to Lynn's career center and admission 
efforts. He created a recruiting program for home-schooled applicants. 
"As a home-schooled kid, I didn't have a guidance counselor. Lynn 
was great for me because of the small classes and personalized 
approach. I wanted to help other home-schooled kids see that Lynn 
just might be the school for them ." 
Johnson also presented at the 201 8 College of Arts and Sciences 
Symposium, 2018 Florida Communication Association Conference, 
and the 2019 CIVSA Student Development Institute in Birmingham, 
Alabama. He earned the National Basketball Association's Thurgood 
Marshall Fund scholarship , Karl & Madira Bickel Scholarship for journalism 
and the Chick-fil-A Leadership Scholarship. He graduates as a 
member of the President's Honor Society. 
Student speaker, Alexandra Rafferty-Flugel '19 
Alexandra Rafferty-Flugel is graduating with a master's in communication 
and media. 
Rafferty-Flugel has over 20 years of experience in the public relations, 
film and 1V industries. Her production credits include documentaries, 
public service announcements, direct-response infomercials and 
national television programs. She earned an Emmy nomination 
for her work with The Children's Museum of Boca Raton, where she 
continues to serve as the chair of the marketing committee. 
More recently, Rafferty-Flugel served as a director and producer for Inside 
Edition, America's Most Wanted, Extra WB and The Ellen DeGeneres 
Show. Today, she writes and directs national BrandStar programs 
including Inside the Blue Print and Military Makeover with Montel Williams. 
She credits an internship with Palm Beach County's local international 
film festival for sparking her passion for the entertainment industry. She 
continues to remain involved in the organization, including helping to 
coordinate its annual festivals from 2015-17. 
Rafferty-Flugel additionally has worked in screenwriting, set design, 
casting and directing, marketing, media and community relations, 
reputation management and as a media training community ambassador 
in Palm Beach County. 
She was recently nominated as a 2018 Woman of Distinction by the 
Soroptimist International of Boca Raton and Deerfield Beach, which 
honors women who make a difference in the lives of women and children 
in their communities. She is a member of the Greater Boca Raton 
Chamber of Commerce 's 2015 Leadership Boca class , serves as a 
board member on the Media Advisory Board of Florida Atlantic University 
representing the Department of Communications, and is involved with 
several additional local nonprofit organization boards and events. 
She earned a Bachelor of Arts in Communications from Florida Atlantic 
University. Upon earning her master's, she plans to continue 1V production 




Chief Marshal: John Pickering 
Burton D. Morgan College of Aeronautics: Dominic Liberta 
College of Arts and Sciences: Timea Varga 
College of Business and Management: Kevin England 
Eugene M. and Christine E. Lynn College of Communication and Design: Ellen Stern 
Donald E. and Helen L. Ross College of Education: Susan Saint John 
Conservatory of Music: Thomas L. McKinley 
Gonfalon bearers 
Burton D. Morgan College of Aeronautics: Benjamin Samples 
College of Arts and Sciences: Ali Cunningham 
College of Business and Management: Kendrick Scott 
Eugene M. and Christine E. Lynn College of Communication and Design: Michael Centkowski 
Donald E. and Helen L. Ross College of Education: Kelly Burlison 
Conservatory of Music: Chauncey Patterson 
Board of trustees 
Christine E. Lynn , Chairman 
Stephen F. Snyder, Vice Chairman 
Jan Carlsson '94 
J. Hagood Ellison, Jr. 
John P. Langan '81 
James Milby 
R. Brady Osborne, Jr. 
William J. Rehrig 
Victoria Rixon 
Paul A. Robino '7 4 
Kevin M. Ross, President 
Bill Shubin 
Hugh Carville, Chairman Emeritus 
Administration 
Kevin M. Ross, President 
Anthony R. Altieri , Vice President for Student Affairs 
Michael Antonello , General Counsel 
Christian G. Boniforti , Chief Strategy and Technology Officer 
Gregg C. Cox, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Gareth P. Fowles, Vice President for Enrollment Management 
Laurie Levine, Vice President for Business and Finance 
Gregory J. Malfitano, Senior Vice President for Development and Administration 
Sherrie Weldon, Chief Marketing Officer 
Donald E. Ross, President Emeritus 
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Traditions 
2019 class gift 
Every year, graduating students leave their legacy at 
Lynn University by donating to the class gift . The class of 
2019 joins this proud tradition and honors those who have 
supported them by contributing to the Alumni Pay It Forward 
Endowed Scholarship. This scholarship is awarded annually 
to deserving incoming freshmen in need of financial assis-
tance so they can one day fu lfill their potential. The university 
is grateful to the graduates for "paying it forward" and to the 
Student Philanthropy Team for fostering philanthropy among 
students and encouraging graduating students to 
uphold the class gift tradition. 
Academic regalia 
The academic robes and hoods worn by the faculty and 
students lend color to the pageantry of commencement. 
This regalia dates back to the medieval ages, when it 
served a functional as well as an ornamental role, separating 
the learned men from other groups and offering warmth 
and protection . 
In America in the late 19th century, representatives of 
co lleges and universit ies held a conference tG bring order 
and system to the custom of academic dress. Since then, 
there have been periodic conferences to revise or reconfirm 
existing practices. 
Undergraduates wear the black robes with the white collars. 
Holders of the master's degree wear hoods, which are lined 
with the colors of the college conferring the degree and 
trimmed with the color representing the subject in which 
the degree was earned. The doctoral robe is adorned with 
velvet and is also worn with the hood suitably ornamented. 
Holders of degrees from foreign universities or religious 
orders wear the entire academic costume as decreed by 
the conferring institution . 
A new heart of campus 
Class of 2019 graduates ushered in 
a new era with the grand opening 
of the Christine E. Lynn University 
Center. The magnificent new building 
is the social hub for students and 
alumni. 
Celebrating the arts . 
The class of 2019 enjoyed the 
annual Celebration of the Arts 
with showstopping performances 
by students, alumni and employees. 
We are the champions 
Men's golf won its first NCAA 
Division II national championship-




Founders D . belo d ay, with its 
ve cano is an e challenge 
annual tradl , 
celebrate our his~ ,on to 
remarkable ory and accomplishments. 
Traditions continued 
The colors on the hoods worn 
in the academic procession represent: 
Arts, Letters, Humanities White 
Commerce, Business Drab 
Communication Crimson 
Economics Copper 
Education Light blue 
Engineering Orange 
Fine Arts Brown 
Foreign Affairs Aquamarine 
Journalism Crimson 
Law Purple 
Library Science Lemon 
Music Pink 
Nursing Apricot 
Philosophy Dark blue 
Physical Education Sage green 
Public Health Salmon 
Science Golden yellow 
Social Sciences Citron 
Speech Silver gray 
Theology Scarlet 
The gonf alons 
Undergraduate honor medal ribbons represent: 
White -cum laude 
Blue-magna cum laude 
Gold-summa cum laude 
Gold and green honor cord: 
Red and wh ite honor cord: 
Blue and gold honor cord: 
Violet and jade green honor cord: 
Gold honor cord : 
Red, white and black honor cord: 
Blue and white honor cord: 
Gold and ivory honor cord: 
Royal blue and gold honor cord: 
Red, white and blue cord : 
Aqua cord: 
3.50 to 3.64 grade point average 
3 .65 to 3.79 grade point average 
3.80 to 4.00 grade point average 
Sigma Beta Delta business honor society 
Lambda Pi Eta national communication honor society 
Alpha Phi Sigma national criminal justice honor society 
Kappa Delta Pi international education honor society 
Eta Sigma Delta international hospitality honor society 
Pi Sigma Alpha national political science honor society 
Psi Chi international psychology honor society 
Order of Omega Greek academic honor society 
Golden Key academic, leadership and service honor society 
U.S. military veterans 
Lynn 100 
The ceremonial academic mace 
The gonfalons are processional banners representing each col lege. 
This tradition originated in the civic rituals of 12th century Italy. 
The vice president for academic affairs , in consultation with the 
academic deans, selects the faculty members honored to serve 
as gonfalon bearers. 
The academic mace dates back to the 14th century, when royalty, 
magistrates, and church or university officials carried maces in 
offic ial processions. The design of the ceremonial academic mace 
incorporates elements from royal scepters and battle maces, 
representing both leadership and strength. 
During the commencement ceremony, the mace indicates the 
authority of the university president to award degrees. The chief 
marshal carries the mace. 
The Lynn University mace consists of a three-foot-tal l wood scepter 
with a bronze cast of the Lynn University seal on the top. It was 
designed in 2002 by Graphic Design Professor Emeritus Ernest 
Ranspach, who presented it to then-Lynn University President 
Donald E. Ross in honor of 30 years of leadership and service. 
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Commencement awards 
Distinguished Alumni Award 
Lynn University presents the distinguished alumni award to 
honor graduates who have achieved success in their chosen 
field, stayed active in the Lynn community and have made a 
positive difference in their local or global communities. 
Award for Excellence in Teaching 
and Dedication to Students 
Lynn presents this annual award for teaching excellence to one 
faculty member who demonstrates a commitment to student 
learning, uses innovative teaching techniques and impacts student 
lives beyond the classroom. 
The Undergraduate Day Division Award 
The university presents this award to the undergraduate 
degree candidate who has attained the highest cumulative 
grade-point average for his or her entire degree course work. 
Students must have earned 90 credits or more at Lynn to be 
eligible for this award. 
The Evening Undergraduate Division Award 
The university presents this award to the degree candidate who has 
maintained the highest grade-point average. Students with transfer 
hours from other institutions are eligible for the award as long as 
they have obtained at least 90 credits from Lynn. 
The President's Award 
The university presents this award to the student exhibiting 
extraordinary service and commitment to Lynn University. 
The Trustees' Medal 
The university bestows this medal upon a student who has exhibited 
outstanding scholarship, leadership, loyalty and service to Lynn University. 
Presented at Knight of Honor ceremony 
The Bradley Middlebrook II Student Service Award 
The university presents this award to the student who has 
exhibited outstanding service to fellow students, Lynn University 
and the community at large. 
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The Count and Countess de Hoernle Humanitarian Award 
The university presents this award to the student who 
has exhibited outstanding loyalty to the university. 
Presented at Honors Convocation 
The M. Elizabeth Maddy Cumpton 
Endowed Memorial Award 
The university presents this award to the outstanding conservatory 
student of strings. 
The Medina McMenimen Bickel Fashion Award 
The university presents this award to the graduating senior who 
exhibits outstanding leadership and the potential for a successful 
career in fashion marketing. 
The Robert M. Sandelman Award in Marketing 
The university presents this award to the student who displays 
outstanding potential for scholarship and leadership in the field 
of marketing. 
The Gordon and Mary Henke Excellence 
in Communication Award 
This award recognizes the student who has excel led in the 
communications program and has the potential for an outstanding 
career in the field of communications. 
The James J. Oussani Award 
The university presents this award to the student deemed most 
innovative and motivated in completing a degree program. 
The Dean's Award for Excellence 
in Graduate Education 
Each college and the Conservatory of Music present this award to 
the graduate who displays outstanding potential for scholarship and 
leadership in his or her respective field. 
The Dean's Award for Excellence 
in Undergraduate Education 
Each college and the Conservatory of Music present this award to 
the graduate who displays outstanding potential for scholarship and 
leadership in his or her respective field. 
l 
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Candidates for the degrees 
Burton D. Morgan College of Aeronautics 
Bachelor of Science 
Aviation Management 
Kahlil Allen 
Lee Scott Carter 
Andre Zabastia Labadie 
Masho Seare Mekonnen 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Master of Public Administration 
Petrenda Beckford 
Michael John Buc_kley 
Caitlin Laguerre 
Master of Science 
Administration 
Ginette Pierre 
William Paul Sampson 
Robert Allen Sokul 
Applied Psychology 
Deborah Carmel 
Terri Ann Chandres 
Jennifer Michelle Gleason 
Florencia Martinez Echenique 
Lisa Policastro 
Rebecca Page Reitman 
Clinical Mental Health Counseling 
Matthew Addison D'Urso 
Patricia Anne Fizzano 
Ashley Brooke Kaufman 
Andrew Kosow 
Clarissa M. Leon 
Lauren J. Marana 
Rebecca Morgan Merson 
Gianna Moglia 
Natalie Kate-Lynn Myers 
Bryan M. Pohl 
Abbigai l Rose Ann Rinard 
David Michael Zajac 
Hauwa Yatachi Mohammed 
Donovan C. Patrick 
Ashton Pavlik 




Dale Leo Graham 
Deidra L. Hendricks 
Patricia Ann Nicholas 
Cynthia Elisa Rodriguez 
Adina Sraer 
Psychology 
Samantha Rae Anderson 
Jessica Baynon 
Valentina Bejarano Lugo 
Morgan Alexandra Bennett 
Savannah Marie Cranmer 
Krystel De Armas 
Daphkar Dubreuil 
Morgan Simone Dulaney 
Emmanuella Etienne 
Paige Parker Gilson 
Cierra Gregory 
Ashley M. Hall 
Patricia Ellen Jones 
Justin R. Maisel 






Aki l Daniels 
Fredrick 0. Lamar 
Bachelor of Arts 
Criminal Justice 
Abdulelah Abdulaziz A. Alanzan 
Osama Sarni Alghunaim 
Muhnnad Aloush Alharbi 
Abdullah Hamed Alqahtani 
Faisal Mansour Alruwai ly 
Justin Kyle Barding 
Natalie Mary Ann Beck 
Racheal Bennett 
Luis Jose Blasco 
Tiffany Monique Ewing 
Shayne Anthony Fontana 
Trey McKinley Hall 
Emilie Hancock 
Devin Nicole Holzman 
Dylan Matthew Klim 








Morgan Elizabeth Hotchkiss 
Andres Eduardo Pernia Hernandez 
Tiffany Pestana 
College of Arts and Sciences continued 
Liberal Arts 
Malora B. Duplantis 
Jennifer Nicole Meng 
Deanna Marie Pardo 
Political Science 
Frederick Gregory Bashara IV 
Evan Anthony Collins 
Matthew J. Colwill 
William Robert Conway 
Nicolle Goldbach 
Douglas Thibault Labrecque 
Anna Katherine Love 
Serkan Dylan Oran 
Brandon Jack Orta 
Bachelor of Science 
Biology 
Maya Catherine Anis 
Erdine Autelus 
Nancy Bien-Aime 
Ryan Thomas Blanshine 
Khyla Enid Bodie 
Danielle Bullock 
Miguel Calderon Atienzar 
Chiara Alessandra Chellew 
Rocio Del Mar Carreno Rodriguez 
Sophia R. Devesa 




Elizabeth Kay Harris 
Darius B. James 
Carolina De La Caridad Landa Perez 
Juliette Isabel Lozano 
Raymond John MacKoul Ill 
Kasia Nichelle Elizab McCartney 
John Errol E. McDowell 
Duncan Charles McKim 
Morgan Meltzer 
Amber Rose Mensik 
Eric David Merkel 
Mollie Minyan 
Savanna Leigh Morrisette 
Nicholas Anthony Palmer 
Kathy Luong Phan 
Syriah P. Stevens 
Matisse Marie Swartz 
Paolo Antonio Versace 
Jessica Kate Winkler 
Environmental Studies 
Raymond Thomas Cortese 
Sarah Elizabeth Hughes 
Lindsay Marie Miller 
Darion L. Patrick 
Forensic Investigations 
Brittney Nicole Benedict 
Gabriela Moreira 
Forensic Science 
Gabrel! A. Tannis 
Psychology 
Destiny Renee Baker 
Colleen B. Black 
Drew R. Burgs 
Casey Alexandra Curtis 
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Carlota Garcfa Martinez 
(Fi lm and Television) 
Alicia Louise Gibbons 
Ash ley Alexis Hayden 
Geralneka Leticia Innocent 
Lucia Jimenez Martin 
Courtney Christina Jones 
Samantha Denise Lebo 
Logan Alexandra Ling 
Robert Alexandru Marek 
Alena Michaels 
Julia Elaine Miller 
Jennifer Naginsky 
Suzanne Marie Olvey 




Victoria C. Riancho 
Jordana Ariel la Rothberg 
Monique Ebony Sandy 
Jenna R. Schone 
Amy Michelle Shoemaker 
Zarmina Tawakali 
Emma Jane Tierney 
Esther Gashangi Ushuhuda -
Samantha L. Walls-Dorio 
College of Business and Management 
Master of Business Administration 
Angela Rogers 
Aviation Management 
Abdulaati Yunis Amer 
Gaspar Luis Gonga Andre 
Albandri Majed Banfarj Ill 
(Entrepreneurial Management, 
Sports Management) 
Khalid Majed S. Binfaraj 
(Entrepreneurial Management, 
Sports Management) 
Terrisha C. Bullock 
Jamarick Elijah Burrel 




Richard James Murphy 
Justin Morgan Panholzer 
Marla F. Parr 
Tuan Dung Pham 
Charito Marie Mendador Pierce 
Lourdes Meybe Rijos Hernandez 
Zohounan Ulda P. Zohou 
Entrepreneurial Management 
Mohammed Abdulmohsin T. Al Ali 




Christopher Clemon Bush Wood 
Guanchen Du 
Nematollah Nemo Erroussafi 
Lauren Farkash 
Saida Ashley Florexil 
Portia Harris 
Regine Y. Hi ll 
Turner Joseph Krechel 
Brockni Lee 
Samantha Kristie Michel 
Gabrielle Elise Monahan 
Patrick Norame 
Oladele Judith Odigie 
Sydney Nicole Parke-Panton 
(International Business Management) 
Karan Piyushkumar Patel 
Jorge Ignacio Polanco Gimenez 






Alexander Joseph Wisser 
Thirachart Wongvathana 
Camilla Jill Yochim 
Marcio Zi lio 
(Financial Valuation and Investment 
Management) 
Financial Valuation and 
Investment Management 
Amirpasha Ahmadiannekoo 
Marshall E. Allegra 
Alexander S. Apicella 
Diego Andres Aviles Gallardo 
Cody Reed Bartusiak 
Alejandro David Bazbaz 
Tomer Moshe Bitton 
Klaudia Boczova 
Therese Isabel Bolduc 
Anthony Richard Chaiton 
Antonio Cincotti Serafini 
Chazz Christian Coleman 
Sheldon Brian Doyle 
Sophia Elizabeth Eaton 
Daniel Evans 
Gui lherme Falabella D. S. Silva 
Joseph Michael Fiore 
Alec Paul Foeller 
Samuel James Gaisford 
Wi lly Alberto Gamez 
Wilnic Gideon 
Anthony Charles Gusmano 
Leolia Jeanjean 
Christian R. Jenkins 
Anton Kosmin 
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Cassidy Alexandra Kruse 
Rebecca Lynn Lowman 
Gabriel David Martinez 
Azuwu ike Brandon Ndukwu 
Nirali Patel 
Charles Perry 
Jose Ignacio Porfirio Ordonez 
Daniel Sierra 
Lavivian M. Stewart 
Alexander Tetzlaff 
ConorJ . Vaughan 
Tuan Vo 
Thi Thuy Trang Vu 
Chaz Lawrence Waller 
Eric Zachary Zeiri 
Healthcare Management 
Ricardo Noel Aymat Melendez 
Sarah Elizabeth Barbara 
Isaiah S. Gorham 
Michelle Howard 
(Marketing) 
Myrna Lynn Karp 
Anthony Kim 
Kristina M. Nash 
Arielle Noel 
Hospitality Management 
Brianna K. Allen 
Amanda Stroup Beatty 
Maria Beatriz Cunha Campos Dieguez 
Scott A. Finkelstein 
Nathan T. Hall 
(Human Resource Management) 
Lauren Ashley Harding 
Lezley Rahming 
Jena Lynn Sumi Teragawachi 
Hanning Xiao 
College of Business and Management continued 
Human Resource Management 
James Alexis 
Taylor Bianco 
Mickalon L. Bullard 
Mavalyn Drummond Caballero 
Natalia Colon 
Aizada Daukarayeva 
Bryan M. Echeverria 




Sydney Kent Grusd 
Baylee Alexandra Howe 





Robert Anthony Mascioli 
Crosby Mays 
Yanira A. McCall 
Meghan Colleen Mclane 
Orinthia M. Mitchell 
Marnie France Morgan 




Dominique Roche Rendon 
Maria G. San Miguel-Sclafani 
Kensha Smith 
Jessica Tanelus 
Ana Cristina Teran 
(Marketing) 
VerlyTima 
Audrey R. Turner 
Michael Robert Urso 
Beatrice Vallon 
Cristina Marie Viamonte 
Rachel Heather Weinstein 
Sheryl Marie Willett 
International Business 
Cristiane Kadooka Wheeler 
International Business Management 
Bernita Banks 
Ryan James Brushingham 
Dominique Jennifer Caron 
Nkiruka Kiki Valerie Chimebele 
Morgan K. Clark 
Dayana Andrea Da Silva Rendon 
Saul A. Dahbur 
Jordan Duong 
Kolade Harold Eniolorunda 
(Human Resource Management) 
Matthew Warren Fishman 
Aliye Jasmine Friedl 
Alfredo Jacob Gantuss Neto 
Falmata Baba Geidam 
Devin E. Goldman 
Roy Manus Hinson Ill 
(Financial Valuation 
and Investment Management) 
Ladarius Q. Hollowell 
Ethan ltzkovitz 
Mirline Jean-Louis 
Natalie Winie Joseph 
Edward John Kirwin Ill 
Amanda P. Laugeni 
Marcela Valente Magalhaes 
Krystina Lea Milakovic 
Tracyann S. Miller 
Tara 0. Nearing 
Shashi Rekha Nomula 
Nisarg M. Pandya 
Emily L. Porreca 
Kristina Rankovic 
Vincent J. Romano 
Maxwell Benjamin Runes 
Marcos Rolando Saavedra Calix 
Stian Sanner 
Olivia Carmen Schneider 
Juan Servat 




Zachary Martin Umansky 
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Christy Watkins 
Jonathan Grant Wiener 












(Human Resource Management) 
Danielle Patrice Bromell 
Barbara Calixte 
Darshee Liona Cenecharles 
Jan M Checo 
Crystal L. Clark 
Florian Fernand Michel Clemares 
(International Business Management, 
Sports Management) 
Preston L. Coffer 
Claudia Sofia de Bento Lopes Mlhano 
Leeann Deslauriers 
Courtney Mackenzie Diamond 
Carla Rossina Gabaldon 
Diane Goldsher 
Jenna L. Grange 
Tara L. Gratton 
Amy Beth Hanson 
Donish Henry-Cole 
Max Herbert 
Maria Isabella Herazo Caballero 
Autumn Hernandez 
Tyler Dean Hopkins 
ZacharyB.Jacobson 




Bria Paige Krupnick 
Elliott Kernoghan Legg 
Olivia M. Lenau 
Elisa Magana-Audiffred 
Talekh Makhmudov 
Samantha Faith Martin 
Michaela Leigh Mignone 
Mert-Zafer Mutlu 
Brielle Lauren Natale 
Mara H. Notkin 
Charles R. Olvey 
Laura Ashley Onorato 
Juan Pablo Ordonez 
llias Papadopoulos 
Sophia Paul 
Veronica M. Perez 
Pearl Pongwasit 
Peyton F. Powers 
Adrienne L. Robinson 
Justo Rochez 
Karla K. RosariG 
Tara Simone Russell 
Richard Salerno 
Luke Alexander Schachter 
Benedict Alexander Andre Scherer 
Tyrone Adrian Silva-Dias 
Niklas Tasky 
Rachelle Georgina Marie Thielman 
Henry Beard Thomas 
Jana Marie Tobey 
Jack Michael Watson 
(Media Management) 
Kendaline Watt 
Emily Rose Weisberg 
Marquita V. Whittingham 
Charles Winston Wood 
Media Management 
Tanisha Dean 
Sean William Devlin 
Anita P. Macaluso 
Christine Nguyen 
Shamar McLeggan Robinson 
Kyle Alexander Rothenberg 
Jazznae Thomas 
Kodie-Ann Walcott 
Sports and Athletics Administration 
Gordon S. Maxwell 
Sports Management 
Derrick Stephen Baker 
Gurvinder Cainth 
Abigail Elizabeth Duncan 
Jarvis T. Gunter 
Zachary Grundt 
Evan P. Kalish 
Cally Morrill 
Kyle Patrick Murrin 




Jose Manuel Rebolledo 
Jorge Alfonso Saez 
Nicole Thibodeau 





Bachelor of Science 
Business Administration 
Gabriel Aponte 
Logan Austin Brodsky 
Wilnise Casimir 
Snjezana Duspara Bukovac 
Tracy Giles 
Daniela Gorinstein Medina 
Maria Guerrero 
Sherry A. Henry 
Pedro David Hurtado 
Susy Iglesias 
Michael A. Imperato 
Kayla E. Mangaroo 
Victoria J . McCartney 
Daniel Patrick Newman 
John Joseph Pellegrini Jr. 
Padmini Pillai 
Mauricio Alcides Riveros 
Tierra L. Sales 
Samuel William Sampen 
Dawn M. Soper 
Jeramey G. Wilkerson 
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Joshua D. Woerdeman 
Andrea E. Zlochower 
Business Administration/ Accounting 
Rosemarie A. Smith 
Entrepreneurship 
Edwing Christopher Acosta Zambrano 
Gerard Aliseo 
Lawrence Joseph Aliseo Ill 
Tom Archer 
Kyle Tiernan Bakes 
Jose Fernando Bonetti Sabater 
Matthew M. Bonomo 
Sandra Slone Castino 
Sophie Alyssa Chenkin 
Samuel Todd Cooper 
Jose Andres Cornejo 
Amine EI-Guezaouy 
Sydni Blake Eskalyo 
Mark M. Faeth 
Eugene Francis Ford 
Zachary John Getta 
Theresa Rose Giglio 
Alberto Wayne Gomez 
Chad Guta 
John Robert Hilcher 
Jasmine Jones-Olszewski 
Aaron Kleinert 
Benjamin Samuel Kotler 
Federico Lian Daccach 
Joel Elvis Ljungstrbm 
Naomi Mark 
Yeina Melendez Vega 
Samuel Morgan 
Myles Myura 
Marissa Joy Nestor 
Alec Justin Ojeda 
William P. Pasion 
Samson Piuggi 
Todd Russell Polvere 
Stefano Pucci 
Sabra Tahira Roshanali 
Matthew Melvin Savitz 
Perry Alexander Siganos 
Jordan Nicole Smith 
Brent Derrick Upchurch 
Michael S. Yerganian 
College of Business and Management continued 
Event Management 
Jacob David Andreas 
Katharine Boucher 
Allyson Miller 
Abigail Lauren Peress 
Reyna Justine Wilhelm 
Fashion and Retail 
Devon Malik Brown 
Tayler Alexis Cali 
Vanessa Calle Borelly 
Chelsea Marie Castillo 




Melissa J. Baptiste 
Tanya Lumaj 
Jahana Mayard 
Natalia Elena Narvaez 
Stephany Victoria Orbegozo 
Mikaylah Elese Perry 
Emma Shea Riley 
Julia Schwartz 
Taylor Mckenzie Snead 
Jade Valencia Thai 
Jean Jasmine Tomasulo 
Hospitality Management 
Madison Sierra Chrisley 
Gabriela Cristina De Guruceaga 
Rodriguez 
Erynn Alicia Shannon Dean 
Douglas Fisch 
Angela C. Marini 
Brendan C. McNerney 
Colleen Steele Reilly 
Rachel Ana Stone 
James Brett Tritschler 
International Business Management 
Mohammed Abdulrahman A. Altunsi 
Maria Alejandra Aponte Gonzalez 
Felipe A. Arrieta 
Ryan Edward Austin 
Ricardo Araujo Barradas 
Jager Henry Bonham 
Erika De La Torre Villaz6n 
Marcella Monteiro De Vuono 
Raul Armando Doutreleau Nunez 
Ashley Anthony Evans 
Luigi Farinella 
Maria Alejandra Feo Garate 
Mariana Festugato 
Seth Robert Fraenkel 
Keeven Jack Freeman 
Alex William Gharabegian 
Giorgia Giacometti 
Guillermo Daniel Gimenez Delgado 
Karla Elizabeth Gonzalez 
Marco Antonio Hasbun 
Melissa Christine Jayawardane 
Nicole Lagrotta 
Ida Johanna Langer 
Ava Frances Lombardi 
Morgan Ann MacHolda 
Aleksandra Ofelija Macuka 
Ali Mazhar 
James P. McCann 
Ketsia Madika Monga 
Caleb Murray 
Daniel Ofori 
Maria J. Oliva Reales 
Kristina Marie Ortiz 
Alexandre Alfred Marie Pichon 
Callum Patrick Porteous 
Alvaro Rengifo Garcia-Tunon 
Michael Tyler Riesner 
Matthew Carl Rocco 
Barbara Miccaela Salazar Bustamante 
Olivia Carmen Schneider 
Carlton Andrew Seymour Jr. 
Meagan May Shanahan 
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Gabriela Guadalupe Siman Hasbun 
Stefan T. Strohmaier 
Lizzy Pamela Tupamahu 
Simon Alejandro Vergara 
Eric James Vredenburgh 
Investment Management 
Fernando Avila Gasperin 
Victoria Maria Castagna 
Kierra Joy Coke 
Victor Angelo Danza 
Gabriel Gomez 
Ivar Gonzalo Guerrero Ruiz 
Diederik Joost Hooijkaas 
Odette Jailer 
Felix Alexander Kvarnstrom 
Susanna 0. LeJeune 
Gregory Roger Morissette 
John Luke Panza 
Mitchell Rodd 
Colin Joseph Smith 
Marketing 
Abdulaziz Alamodi 
Ashley Marie Balistreri 
Grant R. Benno 
D'Andra Noelle Brown 
Emily A. Finocchio 
Robert B. Gallacher 
Robert Gale James 
Claudia Meredythe Kraut 
Terrence Kruse 
Devin Marie Marcinkevich 
Courtney Morin 
Nina Olivera 
Brooke A. Rader 
Thomas Fredrick Ramella 
Victor Ramon 
Adam Logan Stancin 
Trevor David Braselton Stick 
Julia Velasco Bertero 
Matilda Anna Linnea Wahren 
Rachel Young 
Sports Management 
Percio Antonio Alou 
Joseph Argumedo 
Maria Laura Beltran Vieira 
Jack Stepan Beqaj 
Catalina Aileen Berraud Galea 
Graydon Bower 
Adam Jake Brodsky 
Shane M. Brummond 
Laia Coma Planella 
Ashley Nicole De Venuto 
Anthony A. Franco 
Joseph V. Graffeo 
Stuart Aust in Gray 
Jacob Earl Griem 
Noah B. Linkner 
Aliah Marie Maginley 
Alejandro Martine! 
Peter Todd Masters 
Nat_alie Mastrangiola 
Jamal Marcel Palmer 
Ryan Kenneth Peterson 




Gaurav Keshab Vaswani 
Connor Whelan 
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Donald E. and Helen L. Ross College of Education 
Doctor of Education 
Educational Leadership 
Charlene Beckford 
What Makes a Culturally Responsive and Competent Teacher: 
Perspectives of College Students 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Jennifer Lesh 
Ryan Benjamin 
Perceptions of Adaptive Technology Usage in 
Secondary Math Classrooms 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Richard Jones 
Natalie Marie Capiro 
The Impact of a Neuroeducation Based Wellness Curriculum 
on Generation Z: Implementing Mind-Body Connection 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Kathleen Weigel 
Laura Alissa Carafiello 
A Study Investigating Behavior Economics and Parent 
Engagement to Impact the Transition to Kindergarten 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Jennifer Lesh 
Tomasina Nichole Chupco-Gilliam 
Revival of the Muscogee Creek Language through the 
Development of an Indigenous Language Interest Group 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Joseph Melita 
LaTunya Gibbs 
Strengthening Teacher Induction Programs in Title I Schools 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Joseph Melita 
Christopher L. Gilchrist 
Career and Technical Education to Increase College and 
Career Readiness in Broward County Public High Schools 
for the 21st Century 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Joseph Melita 
Alexandra Lynn Gleason 
The Impact of a Neuroeducation Based Wellness Curriculum 
on Generation Z: Implementing Mind-Body Connection 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Kathleen Weigel 
Yolanda Elaine Gregory 
Employing Comprehensive Transitional Program for Sixth Grade 
and the Effects on Student Anxiety and Student Achievement 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Kath leen Weigel 
Veneise C. Harrell 
Strengthening Teacher Induction Programs in Title I Schools 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice : Joseph Melita 
Marie-Cecil Heinze 
Perceptions of Vocational Education Training Specialists 
and Employers of Adults with Autism Spectrum Disorder 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice : Jennifer Lesh 
Janis Lynne Heller 
Enhancing Project Based Leaming Theory, Incorporating 
Business and Marketing Instruction 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Richard Jones 
Valerie Sarah Hough 
A Study Investigating Behavior Economics and Parent 
Engagement to Impact the Transition to Kindergarten 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Jennifer Lesh 
Marissa Lynn Kase 
Standards-Based Social Emotional Leaming for 
Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Jennie Trocchio 
William R. Latson 
An Investigation into the Development of a Novice 
Principal Mentoring Program 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Kathleen Weigel 
Catherine C. Lewis 
An Investigation into the Development of a Novice 
Principal Mentoring Program 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice : Kathleen Weigel 
Attallah Asante McLawrence 
The Impact of Dual Enrollment on College Degree 
Attainment from the Perspective of Low SES Graduates 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Joseph Melita 
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Anthony Panella 
Developing Digital Citizens Using Social-Emotional 
Competencies 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice : Nancy Kline 
Joan Y. Pierre-Jerome 
An Investigation into the Development of a Novice 
Principal Mentoring Program 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Kathleen Weigel 
Widline Pierre-Louis 
A Qualitative Study on Haitian Parent Involvement 
in the College Planning Process 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Kelly Burlison 
Joshua Joseph Prieur 
Individual Differences in Perceptions Impacting Teacher 
Retention in a Large Urban Public School District 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice : Suzanne King 
Meghan Quinn 
Developing Digital Citizens Using Social-Emotional 
Competencies 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Nancy Kline 
Cortney D. Roberts 
Standards-Based Social Emotional Learning for 
Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice : Jennie Trocchio 
Emmanuella Sainthilaire 
The Invisible Population: The Lived Experiences 
of Homeless College Students 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Jennifer Lesh 
Terressea Ann Smith 
A Case Study: Educating African Americans for Effective 
Transition from Skilled Nursing Facilities to Home 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Kathleen Weigel 
Kathleen Paige Talbert 
Persistence in Division II Student-Athletes and the Implementation 
of Strengths-Based Reflection to Support Retention Efforts 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Kathleen Weigel 
Kareem L. Thompson 
Special Education Teachers' and Administrators' Perceptions 
of Self-Contained Special Education Teacher Evaluation 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Jennifer Lesh 
Renzo Fabrizio Uribe Gonzalez 
The Impact of Dual Enrollment on College Degree 
Attainment from the Perspective of Low SES Graduates 
Chair, Dissertation in Practice: Joseph Melita 
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College of Education continued 
Master of Education 
Educational Leadership 





Abena Damil i D'Oyley-Petruso 
Sarah Elizabeth Gimmi 
Martin Guevara 
Amber Lynn Jordan 
Farrah Kellingbeck 
Elizabeth Rose Kobrin 
Just in Lubor 
Caryn Antoinette Morris 
Dominic Pedraza 
Kristi Pleshett Perkins 
Chris Pinot 
Cristina Maranan Rayos 
Kelly Wingate 
Exceptional Student Education 
Taylor Marie Collins 
Nicholas Joseph DeAtley 
Sandra Gicas 
Cristina Gomez Garcia de Paredes 
Nicola R. Gomez 
Chloe Jessica Greene 
Olivia Hammerman 
Jessica L. Kingsbury 
Daniela Maria Montealegre 
Myrleine Parachini 
Jorie I. Reid-Dod ick 
Sara S. Rosner 
Lauren E. Shinbrot 
Alana Jacklyn Spilman 
Sabrina Paige Weinstein 
Bachelor of Science 
Early Childhood Education 
Olga Sofia Alvarez Solas 
Claire Collins 
Victoria E. DeAngelis 
Natalie Kes Irving 
Natalie Lusniak 
Catherine Ellis Naylor 
Sydney Hope Parks 
Jasmine L. Shrimpton 
Morgan Lily Traina 
Elementary Education K-6 
Nicolette Ann Baker 
Aviva Erica Stoller 
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Eugene M. and Christine E. Lynn College 
of Communication and Design 
Master of Fine Arts 
Graphic and Web Design 
Samuel A. Garcia 
Lea C. Halfon 
Leslie Wing Orue 
Visual Effects Animation 
Karla I. Hernandez 
Hector E. Perez 
Gabriel Ramirez 
Jahzeel Ramos 
Master of Science 
Communication and Media 
Sohail Saleh Alansari 
Rawan Tawfiq Almansor 
Yousef Ahmed A. Alshehri 
Abdulatif Khalid A. Alsuwaidan 
Jennifer Cristina Ayala Mojica 
Kaylor Marie Clayton 
Aseel Ali A. Dammas 
Elias M. Elghaldy 
Samuel Benjamin Fagan 
Kait lyn Buchanan Frame 
Jordan Morgan Garrison 
Lea Himpens 
Mara lserson 




De'Laija E. Napier 
Roxana Lucy Perez Rosales 
Alexandra Rafferty-Flugel 
Haseeb Ur Rehman 
Nicole Maria Schrader 
Anakay Michelle Marie Smith 
Rikki Soumpholphakdy 
William Daniel Taylor 
Elena Tegovska 
Kayla Viaud 
Bachelor of Arts 
Advertising and Public Relations 
Noor Salah H. Abualsaud 
Daniel Aaron Chavez 
Marcella Perciavalle Escudero 
Cait lin Whitney Gormley 
Nicholas Ross Landgren 
Luana Noronha Silveira 
Grace Theresa O'Connell 
Nia Samone Perkovich 
Megan Lynn Selfridge 
Pasha Beate Vreeken 
Advertising, Social Media and 
Public Relations 
Shoshana Shenelle Smith 
Communication and Emerging Media 
Lind:5ey Marie Angell 
Liza Bohm 
David Czarlinsky 
Robert Armando Ciro Gentile 
Joshua Matthew Harlow 
Jason King 
Samantha McCoy 
Dalen Kinte' Parker 
Nathan Randall 
Joseph Rigotty 
Brandon Michael Robinson 
Nicolette Grace Speciale 
Peyton Shae Sturgeon 
Katie M. Tiell 
Rasheed Worrell 
Communication and Media 
Laura C. Alvarez 
Corey Marquis Bullard 
Rachel Ann Dunning 
Elizabeth Michael Ferreira 
Kerry Anne McCahill 
Natalie Katelyn Mederos 
Cristina Suarez 
Film and Television 
MacKenzie Paolo Augustin 
Demetria Eleni Bosnakis 
Harrison Chase Cohen 
Breanna Devlin 
Justin Michael Goldberg 
Grace Elizabeth Goodenough 
Lensa Jeudy 
Lucca Perez Salomone 
Balca Elif Sagmanli 
Morgan F. Taylor 
Faith Thomas 
Madison T. Timmons 
Brandon Michael Vallario 




Stephanie Maria Bendana Gutierrez 
Nicole Ann Cieri 
Daniel Yorel Cooper 
Hadassa Prici lle Delhomme 
Paige H. Ellenson 
Charlotte Eugenia Hansen 
Benjamin Harris Hirschman 
Elisabeth Hale Jefferies 
Shawn Howard Johnson 
Alexandra Mancini 
Jaylen lmani Snipes 
Kendall Marie Steiger 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Computer Animation 




Benjamin A Francois 
Nicholas Ledesma 
Liana R. Manning 
Leonardo Meneses 
Gurcan Ozan Okten 
Alexander A Pantin 
Donnellia M. Simpson 
Aaron-James N. Smith 
Ashley Talbot 
Preston A Trenary 
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Graphic Design 
Dana Ibrahim Ahmad Alkhawaja 
Lizbeth Alvarez 
Roberto Calix 







Emily M. Threlkeld 
Bachelor of Science 
Digital Art and Design 
Kyana S. Borbon 
Javai Brown 
Alexandra Kayt Caplan 
Sarah Elizabeth Galati 
Summer Gilbert 
Damian Mauricio Gitter 
Julia Cowan Gordon 
Cristina Gutierrez Name 
Tuana Marcelli 
Da'Zha Calvinizha Petersen 
Shabach Tyus 
Amber Elizabeth Willett 
Associate of Arts 
Advertising and Public Relations 
Anton io Pastorino 
Maria A Schenck 
Advertising, Social Media 
and Public Relations 
Alyson Rae Langley 





Alexandra R. Tubbs 
Multimedia Design 
Denise Antonett Gillings 
Conservatory of Music 
Master of Music 
Instrumental Collaborative Piano 
Joshua Christopher Cessna 
Kristine Ann Mezines 
Performance 
Sonya Elizabeth Nanos (Cello) 
Michael Bret W ilson Puryear (Cello) 
Axel Gonzalo Rojas Vallejos (Cello) 
John James Antisz (Clarinet) 
James Abrahamson (Clarinet) 
Jordan J . Nashman (Double Bass) 
Nikita Solberg (French Horn) 
Daniel Alexander Graber (Oboe) 
Jonathan Hearn (Oboe) 
Juanmanuel Lopez Arrieta (Percussion) 
Jiawei Yuan (Piano) 
Omar Lawand (Trombone) 
Changhyun Paek (Viola) 
Zongjun Li (Violin) 
Yuhao Zhou (Violin) 
Bachelor of Music 
Performance 
Niki Khabbazvahed (Cello) 
Hallgrimur Helgi Hauksson (Trombone) 
Alexander Ramazanov (Trumpet) 
Luke Daniel Schwalbach (Trumpet) 
Sodienye Finebone (Tuba) 
Kayla L. W illiams (Viola) 
Tinca Belinschi (Violin) 
Natalia Hidalgo (Violin) 
Karolina Kukolova (Violin) 
Shanshan Wei (Violin) 
Mario Amilcar Zelaya Reyes (Violin) 
This program is not an official graduation list. This printed program lists students who were eligible to graduate for academic year 2018-1 9, as of April 17, 2019, pending 
the outcome of final examinations and final grades. Therefore, it should not be used to determine a student's academic or degree status. The university's official registry for 






Music and lyrics by Joe Carey 
Choral arrangement by Rick Krive 
Under skies of blue 
We've made friends so true 
From every corner of the world 
Celebrating different cultures 
Made us see our world anew. 
From this caring place 
We will squarely face 
The challenge of our destiny 
Like our Fighting Knights 
We'll lift hearts and sights 
And we'l l go forth in victory. 
And if our blue skies should turn to grey days 
Or we misplace a dream or two 
We'll remember Alma Mater 
And then Her spirit will see us through . 
So let's raise our voice 
In a proud refrain 
Remembering good times we all knew 
Hail all hail our Alma Mater 
Lynn University ... Here's to you! 


